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*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Few cars offer a mix of performance, style, and affordability as well as the
fourth-generation Camaro and Firebird (commonly known as the F-body).

For , the new Firebird and Camaro had been completely restyled, with the windshield slope set at a dramatic,
more aerodynamic 62 degrees, [2] about 3 degrees steeper than anything GM had ever tried before , flush
mounted side glass, and for the first time, a large, glass-dominated rear hatchback. Electronically controlled
retractable headlamps, and a rounded hoodline and front fenders were the primary characteristics that
distinguished the Firebird from its Camaro sibling and its previous Firebird incarnations. The Firebird would
retain hidden headlamps until the end of all production in Pontiac had also hoped to drop the "Trans Am"
moniker from the redesigned cars to save royalties paid to the SCCA for use of the name. Still, with its
dimensions reduced, wheelbase shortened, and weight reduced, the Third Generation Firebird was also the
closest yet in size to the original model. It also was the most aerodynamic production Firebird to date with a
drag coefficient of 0. The new Trans Am took things a bit further, with a coefficient of. The sleek new car had
a low slung front end which featured split grilles. They fed some air to the radiator but most of the air came
from an air dam underneath the front bumper. Every piece of the car was designed to reduce drag. The newly
designed side view mirror housings, made of light alloy metal, were almost cone shaped, with the point facing
the wind. The windshield wipers were hidden under the hood with the air intake for the climate control
system. It made for a smooth flow of air over the windshield. The retractable headlamps popped up from the
leading edge of the hood. The cars tended to outlive the plastic gears for the headlight doors, and since the
dealers charged several hundred dollars for the repair, it was common to see Firebirds driving around with one
or both headlights stuck open during the day. Smooth wheelcovers were available on the Trans Am, attached
to turbine finned alloy wheels. A frameless, flush mounted, compound curved rear glass hatchback decklid
provided All of these features combined together to provide a low coefficient of drag. The front end of the
vehicle featured Taking styling cues from the design, the new car had full width tail lights, complete with a
Firebird emblem in the center. The front suspension utilized MacPherson struts, with inboard mounted coil
springs and lower front control arms. The interior now featured aircraft inspired details and gauges, using both
fake and real Torx head screws that fastened the dash and console trim panels. Optional Recaro seats were
offered. The , non-Formula 3 spoke steering wheel was re-used and featured a Firebird logo mounted in the
center of the horn pad, with optional leather grip. Many power options could be had. Special Viscount "PMD"
bucket seats were optional, featuring a small opening in the headrest and a PMD logo in the center of the
backrest. Leather seats were also available on both the standard seats and Viscount "PMD" seats. A standard
locking rear glovebox was mounted on the rear driver"s side of the cargo area and a mini spare tire was hidden
behind the opposite panel on the passenger side. A lockable cargo door on the rear floor area and a retractable
cargo area privacy shade were also available as options on all Firebirds. The Firebird lineup was available
with several engines: This marked the first time a 4-cylinder engine was offered in the Firebird and was the
last true Pontiac engine to be offered in the Firebird. This engine was only offered for the first few years of the
generation. It provided almost the same power as the V6, but when coupled with the 5-speed manual
transmission, provided between 31 and 34 miles per gallon on the highway, depending on the year. The new
high-performance "Crossfire Fuel Injection" 5. The Firebird came standard with inch steel wheels, with
several wheel options available unique to the base model. This option was created due to a shortage of rear
disc brake components. The Trans Am came standard with a new incarnation of its traditional "Air Extractors"
on the fenders. It was scrapped at the last minute, leaving many to speculate as to what could have been, had
the engine been allowed to survive like its turbocharged companion, the Buick Turbo 3. Despite this, the
Turbo Bulge hood remained on the option list; on the Crossfire V-8, it was made functional, and even a
lightweight aluminum version of this hood, "RPO T45", was available on the option list. It was a curved piece
of pressed steel, and would be used in later years as the centerpiece of the Formula option. The Trans Am
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came standard with one of the two Chevy V8s. Standard with a host of options, some features included
charcoal Parella cloth Recaro seats, t-tops, a black exterior with gold trim, and black "Bowling Ball" hubcaps
with special Gold Pontiac Arrowhead emblems on its center, mounted on gold-painted inch aluminum wheels.
Another Special Trans Am also returned: These models are quite rare, and much is still unknown about how
many were built or how they were optioned. All had a black interior; it is not known if they included black
Recaro seats. Therefore, it is hard to ascertain what options they actually came with. These cars are featured in
Daytona race footage and in various advertisements. All automatic transmission Firebirds now received a
T-handle shifter knob, and the shift indicator changed for the Automatic Overdrive R4. Midyear, the L69 high
output was introduced. The LG4 was standard as was the WS6 package. The exterior remained virtually the
same, except now the Firebird logo decals on the sail panels were replaced with Gold-plated Black and Gold
Firebird Logo Medallions. The interior now featured Tan leather Recaro seats, carpeting, side panels, and the
headliner. In its second year, the third generation Trans Am was again selected as the Daytona Pace Car , and
Pontiac offered a total of 2, Daytona Pace Car replicas through their dealerships. Two different set of wheels
were offered: Base model Firebird production increased to 62, units. Another new for option was the
"High-Tech" inch, slot, concave aluminum wheels, painted Gold or Silver, with Black plastic centercaps
containing a Gold or Silver Firebird logo. The only drivetrain changes made for the model year were the
deletion of the Trans Am only EFI Crossfire , a hydraulic clutch was now used on the T-5 Borg-Warner
5-speed transmission, and on L69 equipped cars, a lightweight flywheel and an aluminum belhousing were
employed. L69 equipped Trans Ams also received an RPM tachometer, an 80 PSI oil pressure gauge, a high
output single electric fan, a functional cold-air induction hood, a higher output mechanical fuel pump, and a
secondary electric fuel pump to help prevent vapor lock. Trans Am production increased to 55, units. O L69
engine was now the only available engine. The exterior still featured a Black painted body, but gone was the
Gold paint on the lower half of the body. The interior still featured its namesake Tan leather Recaro seats. It
also only utilized the H. The Black tinted Trans Am tail lights featured White paint on the horizontal bars, and
a stunning Blue on White Firebird logo on the tail light center panel. Pontiac would use this inch "High Tech"
aluminum wheel pattern until The Firebird received a restyled nose with Black wrap-around inserts known as
"bumperettes" to replace the grille inserts; wrap-around "bumperettes" were also added to the rear bumper.
The tail lights remained unchanged from the previous "louvered" style design. The carbureted V6 was
replaced with a new, multi-port fuel-injected 2. Cloth Recaro seats were also now available. The Trans Am
also underwent changes. The "Turbo Bulge" hood was discontinued in favor of a new flat hood with twin
louvered vents or "nostrils" that were functional, with heat exhaust vents on the rear edges. The Trans Am also
received a restyled nose, integral fog lights, and newly redesigned ground effects. It utilized new "low density"
taillight lenses with a grid-style pattern rather than the "louvered" pattern in use since A Borg-Warner 9-bolt
differential was made available for the first time, and was said to be stronger than the standard corporate 10
bolt axle. Further attempts to put the Trans Am into higher regard included overhead console from the Camaro
lineup, which included several manually adjusted reminder wheels, a positionable map light, a removable
flashlight with "FIREBIRD" script, and a small pocket for a garage door opener or sunglasses. The Trans Am
drag coefficient was measured at 0. At the time, it was the most aerodynamically efficient car GM ever
produced. All cars received restyled, more modern instrument gauges. New tail light lenses were now
introduced on the base Firebird, completing the replacement of the "slit" or "louvered" taillight lenses that had
been a Firebird signature since The rubberâ€”vinyl wrap-around rear wing became standard on Trans Am
available only in black; as these wings aged, these and those offered on subsequent model-year vehicles would
suffer from cracking and splitting problems , the Wing spoiler was a credit option on the Trans Am, and
mandatory if the louvered rear window was ordered. Midyear, Pontiac introduced a new light-weight,
cross-lace wheel, available for the Trans Am. Only 26 Trans Ams with the H. O L69 were built in ; it was
discontinued because of fuel vapor lock boiling problems. All center, high-mounted stop lamps were relocated
to a new position between the spoiler and the rear deck lid, and the large Firebird hood emblem disappeared
forever. All V8s now received factory roller camshafts, and faced with consumer demands for more power,
GM officially released the new 5. L69 production was stopped, leaving the LG4 as the only remaining
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carbureted V8 used in the F-body. Gold inch, flat-mesh, diamond-spoke wheels were standard on GTA, with
inch, slot wheels standard on Trans Am. The wrap-around wing was updated and now standard on Trans Am
and Formula; the regular, flat-surfaced spoiler from earlier Trans Am models was now made standard on
Firebird. Later WS6 cars used ZR rated tires. ASC was contracted to convert all of the official Camaro
Convertibles from to For this reason Pontiac did not directly offer a convertible through dealers like the
Camaro. However these were not an official Pontiac offering, they are considered coach convertibles. The
conversion of the Firebird was identical to the "Factory" Camaros of the same model year. The exception was
the obvious cosmetic changes, the rear quarter caps, spoiler Which was a Base spoiler Wing cut off and the
high mount 3rd brake light were Firebird convertible specific. Once complete, ASC would ship the now
Firebird convertible to the participating dealership for delivery. This remained the procedure for dealerships
through the model year. According to ASC they did not convert any Firebirds for the model year. The Firebird
Formula received new high tech 16x8-inch aluminum wheels with distinctive silver "WS6" center caps. The
GTA received a new steering wheel with integral radio controls.
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Camaro and Firebird Performance Handbook. Few cars offer a mix of performance, style, and affordability as well as the
fourth-generation Camaro and Firebird (commonly known as the F-Body).

Author and F-body expert Joseph Potak guides readers through the often confusing task of choosing the best
parts and modifications to ensure they reach their performance goals. In the latter chapters Potak leads the
reader into more involved components such as External and Internal Engine modifications for LT1 and LS1
engines, Automatic and Manual Transmission Performance, and finally upgrades including Superchargers,
Turbochargers and Nitrous Oxide choices - all the while without complicating the discussion. In short this
handbook makes a great addition to both the beginner and advanced F-body enthusiast and caters to both drag
racers and autocross racers alike. Every Camaro and Firebird owner should consider adding this Performance
Handbook to their collection. Customer Book Reviews So you want more power! Beatty on Nov 27, This
book is spot on for modifying a 4th gen f-body. I own a WS6 formula which I ordered from the factory new. I
have spent plenty of time researching what mods would work for my car, and here I find a book that gives
practical, accurate info. The author is aware that some folks want a dragstrip monster and some want to
autocross. The author works at a speed shop in Texas that has a great reputation for moding 4th gens. Every
last page is filled with what you need to know in order to achieve the type of horsepower and handling you are
looking for. The basics in plain English By Benjamin Trotter on Dec 08, This book makes a great read for
novice or even moderately experienced fbody enthusiasts. Potak tackled each subject in plain English, I
appreciate that. Full color pictures of real world installs closeup views of custom portwork and projects.
Mixed Bag By Gary Tooker on Nov 09, The good news is that finally we have a comprehensive performance
guide dedicated to the 4th gen F-bodies. The bad news is that this is likely to be the ONLY comprehensive
performance guide dedicated to the 4th gen F-bodies. Up until now we have had several books dedicated to the
LT-1, the LS-1, and some passing mention of the 4th gen cars in books primarily dedicated to the 3rd gen
Camaro. Kudos to Joseph Potak for putting it all together. However I honestly felt that this book was
somewhat "hit or miss". Some things the author did very well at explaining, and others left me scratching my
head going "WTF?!? Here are some examples: The section on suspension work overall was very good Much
the same could be said about some of the other components Again for example his section on rims and tires
amounts to a paragraph saying that the technology is constantly changing and simply drops it at that point.
While this is true, there still is a LOT of general information that could be shared such as the benefits of going
with larger rims or what it would take to run a drag radial. Still another example is in the discussion of shocks
which is not much better While I would agree that Koni makes an excellent shock, there are a whole lot of
different choices Koni has to offer depending on preference and application. The part that I found most
disappointing, and actually the main reason I bought the book was on the section for power adders.
Specifically I wanted to know more of his thoughts on positive displacement superchargers. Not good at all.
Interestingly enough, the author did take the time to show an intake manifold designed to convert the LS1 to
carburetors. Talk about a very specialized market there One comment he did make that had me scratching my
head in the history section was that the 4th gen F-Bodies "lived a relatively brief life". Not entirely certain
what he meant by that Maybe it was in reference to the transition to the LS1 years? Part of me would like to
give it three stars for glossing over some rather important areas. On the other hand, some of the areas he does
cover he does it very well such as suspension, brakes, and rear end upgrades. Area covering engine upgrades
Not power adders is a bit light, but I feel that can be forgiven due to the fact that there are several excellent
books available specifically covering either the LT1 and the LS1 in greater depth. However, I hope that Joseph
Potak whom I see actually does read these comments would strongly consider doing a second edition of the
book at some point in the not-so-distant future and both update the material and expand on his thoughts. By
Omar Elgazzar on May 11, I purchased this book to get some ideas on what i could do to my 98 camaro to
make it handle better. This book does make suggestions on what can be done What i have a problem with is
that there is no information provided on the drawbacks of using some of the parts Everything from intake
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manifold selection, transmission and suspension upgrades is covered. Differential and brake upgrades are
covered too. Fuel delivery and power adder concerns? Being a diehard Chevy afficionado I truly enjoyed
reading this book. If you are planning on modifying a fourth gen Camaro or Firebird give this book a shot.
Great color pictures By Harold R. I was very pleased with the high quality color pictures on high quality paper
with clear descriptions. It is a good starting point for a novice with good info for the advanced. Listing title
misleading By Michael Asbell on Sep 29, Book seems to be informative and full of usefull info, the only
problem its all v8 specific. So its basicly useless to someone who has a v6 car. Item description needs to be
reworded. I expected more detailed informations about how the parts are working. But I appreciate any
Information about F-bodies and how it could be better to drive. Add a Book Review Book Summary: This
particular edition is in a Paperback format. It was published by Motorbooks and has a total of pages in the
book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
3: MAGG Performance | Camaro Styling and Performance Parts
While these cars are great as delivered, there is no shortage of aftermarket parts and modifications that can be made to
greatly enhance the cars' capabilities.

4: Salvage Cars - Camaro - Camaro - Page 1 - Hawks Third Generation
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Camaro and Firebird Performance Handbook (Motorbooks
Workshop) at www.enganchecubano.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

5: Pontiac Firebird (third generation) - Wikipedia
Get this from a library! Camaro and Firebird performance handbook. [Joseph Potak] -- "Few cars offer a mix of
performance, style, and affordability as well as the fourth-generation Camaro and Firebird (commonly known as the
F-body).

6: Camaro Firebird and Trans Am Repair Shop Manual Original 3 Volume Set
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

7: Camaro and Firebird Performance Handbook
Few cars offer a mix of performance, style, and affordability as well as the fourth-generation Camaro and Firebird
(commonly known as the F-body).

8: Camaro/Firebird - Body
Few cars offer a mix of performance, style, and affordability as well as the fourth-generation Camaro and Firebird
(commonly known as the F-body). While the cars are great as delivered, there is no shortage of aftermarket parts and
modifications that can be made to greatly enhance the cars capabilities.

9: Camaro/Firebird - Electrical
Document for Camaro And Firebird Performance Handbook Motorbooks Workshop is available in various format such
as PDF, DOC and ePUB which you can directly download and save in in to your device.
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